Linthorpe Pottery
An Interim Report
A BRIEF HISTORY

The Linthorpe Art Pottery was launched in August 1879, on the site occupied by the
Sun Brick Works in Linthorpe Village, Middlesbrough, Teesside. This venture was
the result of the landowner, John Harrison meeting Dr. Christopher Dresser, an
orientalist, architect and peripatetic lecturer, and one of the foremost influences in
introducing oriental design into English fabrics, wall hangings, silver, glass and
ceramics. Dr. Dresser’s intention was that the pottery should produce ware not
previously attempted in England or Europe and at the same time alleviate some of
Middlesbrough’s unemployment and resultant misery by engaging upwards of 100
staff at the works. Local clay was employed at the start of the pottery – the same clay
as was used in brick making. The first firing took place at Linthorpe in the early
autumn of 1879, and was overseen by the kiln-manager at the then established
Stockton Pottery. A thrower was engaged from Isaac Wilson’s Pottery
(Middlesbrough), the Linthorpe Pottery consisting at the time of one room with a
single wheel (throwing) and a turning lathe. The results were good prompting John
Harrison to enlarge his production and start building a pottery factory with the
necessary kilns.

Map of the Linthorpe Pottery drawn from an Ordnance Survey map published
1894 O.S. 25” S.H. 16.2 Yorks.

Dr. Dresser recommended Henry Tooth, an artist from Buckinghamshire working at
that time on the Isle of Wight, as being capable of the job of pottery manager. So
Henry Tooth, with no prior experience of clay or pottery left Ryde for Linthorpe,
spending sometime at the T.G. Green pottery in Church Gresley, Derbyshire to get a
basic foundation in ceramics.
Dr. Dresser acted as Art Superintendent for the first two to three years of the Pottery’s
existence. Several skilled men and women came from the Staffordshire Potteries to
work at Linthorpe and fourteen artists arrived from Kensington, London. Lucy Worth,
an artist from Manchester, took charge of the ladies’ painting room.
From its beginning Linthorpe Ware was greatly admired and received encouraging
support from the critics. This motivated John Harrison at Dr. Dresser’s behest to issue
a prospectus/share certificate (see Appendix 1), which indicated that the Pottery was
going to increase its sphere of creativity.
Richard Patey whom Henry Tooth had brought from the Isle of Wight became one of
the most reliable workers at the Pottery, overseeing designing and modelling and
later, when Tooth left, was responsible for managing the pottery.
By 1885 the pottery employed between 80 and 100 workers, some being sent to the
art department of the Mechanics’ Institute in Durham Street to obtain further tuition.
Linthorpe had become the largest pottery on Teesside eclipsing already established
works at Middlesbrough and Stockton.
Dresser’s influence reflected itself in styles reminiscent of Middle and Far Eastern
trends.
White clay was now being imported up-country
brick clay, and glazes were bought from the
Linthorpe Pottery was to mix its own glazes with
Mr. H. Venables, a Staffordshire potter and
department.

from Cornwall to supplement the
Staffordshire Potteries. Later the
advice from one of the employees,
Manager of the Linthorpe clay

Marked attention was given in the factory building to comfort, room, light and proper
ventilation. There were separate painting rooms for male and female artists.
Exhibitions were held nationally, and in 1884/85, Linthorpe Art Pottery was displayed
at the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition in New Orleans, where the
pottery was awarded a bronze medal. A year previously at Calcutta, a bronze had been
gained, and a gold medal and Diploma of Merit were awarded at an exhibition at the
Alexandra Palace, London, where Princess Alexandra purchased a turquoise vase,
exciting considerable interest in the pottery on the part of the general public. Later, in
1889, after a visit by the Prince and Princess of Wales for the opening of the Town
Hall, Middlesbrough, the Mayoress Mrs Dixon, forwarded to Marlborough House two
peacock blue vases and pedestals, standing about 4’ 6” high. These, too, were
received with great enthusiasm on the part of Princess Alexandra.

Line drawings of the medals awarded to the Linthorpe Art Pottery at
international exhibitions, reproduced in an advertising booklet printed in 1885.
All forms of Art Ware were made, the intention being to produce an Art Pottery that
was functional, decorative and economical to the public. Whether much of the area ‘s
poverty was alleviated by this new venture, it is hard to say, but many of the
employees had moved up country from Staffordshire while others were established
artists from Teesside.
The geographical siting of the Pottery seemed ideal in that it allowed easy transport
by rail from Middlesbrough or by sea to markets abroad. The Pottery is an interesting
example of geographical inertia in that though the red clay on the pottery site began to
be less accessible as time passed, white clay was brought up from the Kaolin deposits
of the South West Peninsula. Sometime between 1880 and 1881 the share certificate,
previously mentioned, was issued in order to raise £50,000 in £5 shares. This
prospectus outlined several planned developments of the pottery works and to
eventually establish a Linthorpe Pottery Works Company producing wallpapers, glass
and beaten and decorative metals. It is doubtful whether any of these ventures were
embarked upon but silver was used to edge bowls and beakers and utensils were
formed in silver to which ceramic handles were attached.
Also from this document we are able to establish that the finest machinery was
installed, this probably being supplied by Messrs. William Bolton (Holding) Ltd., of
Stoke-on-Trent. But most interesting is the fact that the Linthorpe Art Pottery was the
first in this country to use gas for firing the ware in the kilns.
This no doubt produced many difficulties in the early stage of the Pottery.
The running glazes and special glaze effects resulted from experimentation which was
helped greatly when the Linthorpe Pottery started to grind its own glaze colours.

No seconds or poor quality work was allowed to pass into the market and the standard
of finish set was an exceedingly high one to begin with.
Gradually, after the first couple of years, Dr. Dresser’s influence lessened. He is said
to have never actually visited the works and merely sent in his ideas to be copied, the
rest being left to Tooth and Patey. Henry Tooth, it seems was heavily committed with
“freelance” art work so the greatest responsibility was shouldered by Richard Patey.
In 1882 after only three years at Linthorpe Henry Tooth left the Pottery to go into
partnership with William Ault. The Bretby Pottery of Tooth and Ault was founded in
1883 at Woodville, Burton-on-Trent. Ault left, however, and established his own
Pottery (later Ault Tunnicliffe) at Swadlincote, Burton-on-Trent, and Tooth formed
the Company Tooth and Sons, continuing at the Bretby Pottery
Both Bretby and Ault Potteries produced wares of a similar nature to those made at
the Linthorpe Pottery and the additional fact that Dresser began sending designs to the
Ault Pottery led to a detrimental competition with the Linthorpe Works.
Though Dresser’s influence at Linthorpe is thought to have been very substantial at
the potteries inception, Mr A. Fuller, a modeller at Linthorpe, disputes his influence.
The finished ware was sent to local show-rooms (Lear & Sons of Darlington are an
example) and to London where John Harrison put Linthorpe “Keramics” on show at
Number 19 Charterhouse Street, London. From here the pottery was sent to several
other show rooms as well as being exported. It has been said that that the Japanese
bought much of this pottery only to re-export it as their own pottery selling at a much
higher price.
Exhibitions of Linthorpe Ware were held regularly in London and in 1882 samples of
the pottery were displayed at the Society of Arts Exhibition of Modern Pottery. During
the late 1880’s the Linthorpe Pottery became beset with difficulties. Mr Patey suggests
there was a lack of teamwork. The price of white earthenware clay rose and though
John Harrison travelled to Cornwall to negotiate a compromise he had no success. The
market was becoming saturated with ware similar in style and colour, lacking in finish,
but cheaper, thus competing with the Linthorpe Pottery. By now the styles produced at
the Linthorpe Art Pottery had expanded to cater to the whims of nondescript Victorian
taste. Richard Patey also suggests that many of the processes and methods were
wasteful. These factors together with John Harrison’s bankruptcy due to the sudden
collapse of the Onward Building Society, closed the pottery in 1889. Harrison died
shortly afterwards, aged 45, after suffering from pneumonia and hepatic congestion, a
serious malfunction of the liver.
A further attempt was made to re-open the pottery in 1890 and it is thought that Alec
Burns held things together for a short time, but the pottery close for good in 1890.
The estate was handed over to the trustees and the remaining stock brought to the
auction room and sold. The unfinished wares were bought up, painted, glazed and sold,
but so hurriedly as to produce only low standard work. Some pieces were merely
painted with oils and sold.

Thus on the 10th April, 1891, the Linthorpe Art Works finally came under the hammer
of William and Douglass, auctioneers. On the close of the pottery, several of the artists
sought employment at other works. Esther Ferry went to the Burnmantofts Pottery in
Leeds which from its establishment in 1882 began producing wares of very similar
colour and form to those of the Linthorpe Pottery. Rachel Smith, another of the female
artists also went to Burnmantofts. William Metcalfe moved to Bretby to work with
Henry Tooth and then on to the Crown Derby Pottery.
Richard Patey found employment further south at Pountneys Pottery, Fishponds,
Bristol, while Edward Radford became the senior thrower of Pilkingtons Tile and
Pottery Company. Fred Brown meanwhile, had been appointed Art Director of the old
Foley pottery at Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent. Graham Ferry left for Australia to set up a
brick and tile works in Melbourne and was later joined by his son, William, who was
with Burnmantofts Pottery prior to settling in Australia and setting up his own Art
Pottery.

THE MANUFACTURE OF EARTHENWARE AT THE LINTHORPE ART
POTTERY

It is quite possible, in fact very probable that for the first few months of the Linthorpe
Pottery’s history the Sun Brick Works would continue hand in hand with it.
Later with the establishing of a pottery building and gas fired kilns the brick industry
declined as increasing work progressed with the pottery.
Most of the examples of the Linthorpe Art Pottery examined were mould produced,
with exceptions like the slab built moneybox. In the mould method of production the
brick clay obtained from the clay pit would be mixed in water and agitated until a
cream like consistency was obtained. This liquid clay or slip as it is called is then
poured into Plaster-of-Paris moulds and allowed to stand until a sufficient thickness of
clay adhered to the walls of the mould as the water was drawn away from the slip into
the plaster. The remaining liquid clay was poured back into the slip container and the
mould together with the soft lining of clay was allowed to stand until almost leather
hard when, freed from the mould it could support its on weight. The necessary
identification marks were impressed into the base and then it would be fettled or
trimmed either in a lathe or by hand. While in this leather hard state slip decorations
could be added. This slip work was usually in the form of brushed decoration giving a
raised surface of flowers, grass stems, seeds, etc. As the slip used for this purpose was
combined with metal oxides various shades of colour could be obtained. Incised and
impressed decoration was attempted at this stage as well as perforated designs.
In some other examples the article would be dipped into coloured slips to produce
successive layers of coloured clay which could be scratched away in the form of a
design, this process being refereed to as sgraffito. Later as the clay dried out
underglaze colours could be brushed on to produce an interesting background under
the glaze applied later. Other examples freed from the mould received no decoration
whatever but were allowed to dry out along with the decorated pieces. On drying, the

clay was placed into kilns for biscuit or first firing when the clay would be taken to a
temperature somewhere between 1100 and 1200 deg. C. From recent research with
fragments of Linthorpe Pottery the firing temperature was probably in the region of
1150 deg. C. After some eighteen to twenty-four hours in the kiln the porous ware
cooled and was brought out of the ovens for the next stage of production.
Some of the red-fired glaze was left unglazed as terra cotta. Other examples including
the white clay were dipped in glaze. Some were coated with a transparent glaze to
reveal the slip or underglaze decoration beneath. Others were immersed into coloured
glaze to produce an opaque surface perhaps with mottled or running colours. Yet
others were dipped in a liquid glaze which when fired would give a matt finish on to
which on-glaze enamels could be built up to form an impasto ware.
Whereas with biscuit firing, articles could be placed one inside the other and left to
stand on kiln shelves, glaze firing necessitated individual articles being separated from
one another and placed on stilts so that on firing the glaze, which as it fused, melted
and ran did not adhere to another article or to the kiln shelf. This time for glaze firing
the temperature rose to between 1080 deg. and 1125 deg. C.
Some special effects produced at the Linthorpe Pottery required more than one glaze
firing thus adding to the cost of production.
From the glaze kiln the articles could either be further decorated with on-glaze enamels
fired between 700 deg. and 800 deg C., or were ready for finishing, pricing and
packing.
Where the glaze had run down to the base of an article to form a globule the base
would be ground flat on a surface grindstone.
It is obvious from some of the uneven cross-sections of broken pieces of Linthorpe
pottery that the moulds were in constant use and sometimes had little time to dry out.
Some of the beautiful glaze effects revealed in examples of Linthorpe ware indicate
much experimenting over many weeks and a Test tile (see below) reveals the patient
work of the artist Arthur Pascal Shorter in his experimenting with underglaze colours.

Test Tile from the
Linthorpe Pottery
Arthur Pascal Shorter has
annotated the types of
underglaze colours used in
the painting of the tile in
order to ascertain how
they would react under
firing.

One of the chief difficulties in pottery production is in balancing the co-efficient of
expansion and contraction of the clay with the coloured slips and especially with the
glazes used. Any difference in this rate of expansion or contraction on the part of the
glaze or clay body usually results in crazing, that is the development of minute cracks
across the surface of the glaze. This is very evident in some of the Linthorpe glazes
today and may be a result of age. Other Linthorpe glazes, however, have remained
sound and uncrazed.
From the only two photographs so far “discovered” of the pottery (one of the female,
the other of the male decorating room) we can establish that the artists worked in clean
spacious gas-lit rooms, on the walls of which Japanese silks and other pictures hung as
a source of inspiration to the occupants. Heavy whirling wheels are in evidence in the
men’s room for easy orientation of articles being processed.
For the most part Christopher Dresser’s designs were sound, giving a fresh look to
ceramics due to undertones of Egyptian, Moorish, Indian, Chinese, Japanese, Mexican,
Peruvian and Celtic influences. Some of the articles produced would be considered
modern today. Colour and the extraordinary variety of it excited so much of the
interest in this pottery which according to one critic was sure that: “Mr. Harrison’s
establishment at Linthorpe may be destined to be a precursor of the development of a
new industry as remarkable as that which has made Staffordshire famous as the
Headquarters of British Pottery”.

NOTES ON MARKS FOUND ON LINTHORPE ART POTTERY

There are six type of marks commonly found on Linthorpe Art Pottery

1. THE MARK DESIGNATING THE NAME OF THE POTTERY, i.e.
LINTHORPE

There are several variations in size with this mark.
The earliest of these marks was the word “Linthorpe” impressed.

Later this was combined with an outline of the shape of mould no. 1, and impressed
into the clay. This was registered as the Linthorpe Art Pottery trademark by John
Harrison on November 14th, 1882.

A slightly different stamp was used for tiles in that it produced raised lettering and was
probably incorporated into the tile cutters to facilitate the work.

2. THE IMPRESSED SIGNATURE OF THE ART DIRECTOR/
SUPERINTENDENT, i.e. CHRISTOPHER DRESSER

It is thought that Dresser’s impressed signature occurs on all pieces whose design was
influenced by him, but not all pieces of the same mould number bear his signature. It

may have become policy, when Dresser’s influence in the pottery waned, that his
stamp was no longer used. Like the preceding “Linthorpe” stamp the Dresser signature
varies in size and in small details. So far no piece of Linthorpe bearing a mould
number above 1700 has the Dresser signature impressed into it. (27/11/69)

3. THE IMPRESSED MONOGRAM OF THE POTTERY MANAGER
i.e. HENRY TOOTH

This impressed mark was used while Henry Tooth was at the Linthorpe Pottery, that is
until 1882. Again varies in size occur.

4. MOULD NUMBERS

For the most part Linthorpe Pottery was produced in Plaster-of-Paris moulds. Each
mould having a number which was impressed into the base of the object when first
removed from the mould. There were of course several moulds having the same
number and producing pieces of the same size and shape. The exception to this rule
occurs with cups and saucers where matching pairs of cups and saucers have the same
mould number impressed into their bases.
Although the majority of cases this number was impressed, there are a few examples
where the numbers are incised, raised or painted on in underglaze.

There is an interesting example where a wrong mould number, 541, was impressed into
a bowl, mould number 451. This later has been corrected in underglaze black by the
artist decorating the plaque, Arthur Pascal Shorter, whose initials occur next to the

alteration. Although two vases from the same mould may at first have been the same
shape, they may have subsequently undergone different processes which might very
well, and often did, change their external form to a certain degree. Thus one vase may
have had a raised decoration added while the other vase may have had some fluting
worked into the rim.
It is also interesting to note that in certain cases two same shaped articles of different
sizes bear identical mould numbers but this appears so far to be a rarity.
Tea sets or coffee sets often have a run of consecutive mould numbers. For instance,
mould numbers 1037 to 1040; teapot, cream jug, sugar bowl, cup and saucer.
There is a slight variation in the style of numbering used as well as variation in style,
the highest mould number on record is 4169, but this is probably an error as there is a
large gap between this number and the next highest, 2588.

5. ARTISTS’ MONOGRAMS AND SIGNATURES

These are the most fascinating marks because at times full signatures occur revealing a
new artist to add to the growing list of employees. The marks may be impressed
(rarely) incised (less common), or in black underglaze (most common). The mark may
be followed by a number which probably indicates the type of decoration. Sometimes
the artist writes the date of his or her work which enables the piece to be accurately
dated.
Artists’ signatures do not normally occur on purely glazed articles. But one interesting
example has recently come to light where this does occur and may be due either to the
glazer mistakenly covering over the artist work or alternatively the artist may not have
been happy with the finished design and had this over-glazed in opaque glaze,
obliterating the mistake.

6. GLAZE INDICATING MARKS

It is thought that the following marks indicate specific glazes or glaze types:

There are examples of Linthorpe ware that bear only the artists’ monograms.
Sometimes this has been due to the glaze running over impressed marks on the bases of
the article, obliterating them. At other times certain pieces may have escaped
impression. It was, therefore, thought useful to include in this report a full list of marks
so far catalogued. They are given in alphabetical order, as far as possible.

APPENDIX 1

A transcription of the inside pages of a prospectus entitled “Linthorpe Art Works
Company” and probably issued between 1879 – 1881.
It is believed that these several departments can be advantageously worked
together, under the able direction of Mr. Henry Tooth; but, as opportunity offers, and
if it should be deemed desirable, other Art manufactures will be commenced.
Dr. Dresser’s name, as is well known, is inseparably connected with Art and
Art designing, and all articles proceeding from the Linthorpe Art Works will bear the
fac-simile of his signature, “Chr. Dresser,” as a trade mark and guarantee of their
genuineness, and of their being made in strict accordance with the principles of
decorative Art. By the agreement entered into with Dr Dresser, his exclusive and
invaluable services as Art Designer and Art Superintendent in the several branches of
manufacture proposed to be taken up by the company have been secured.
The Land upon which the Works stand is of freehold tenure and contains 11a.
3r. 31p. it is situated at Linthorpe, within the municipal borough or Middlesbrough.
Having a frontage of 460ft to a main road leading directly to the rising and populous
town of Middlesbrough, (which, with its important and growing trade in iron and steel,
its enormous and valuable deposits of salt, and its facilities as a port, possesses all the
elements of future greatness), its value either as sites for managers’ and workmen’s
houses or for sale needs no comment. Should it be deemed desirable, the front
proportion could be sold of without detriment to the manufacturing interests of the
company, as there would still be ample space behind for extension of the works.
The works have been recently erected in a most substantial manner, and fitted
with the best machinery, with a view to secure economy in working. There are all the
requisite appliances for making and grinding the colours used in the decoration of the
ware, whereby much cost will be saved. The buildings are, however, not quite
complete, but have been designed in such a way that, with a comparatively small
outlay, they can be utilised for almost all the purposes of manufacture at present
contemplated. The wall paper business can be commenced without delay. For the
manufacture of glass furnaces and appliances will certainly be required, but for these
proper spaces have been allotted. For making decorative and useful objects in metals
of various kinds there is already ample space, and sufficient engine power.

For firing POTTERY the most recent and approved gas kilns, in connection
with one of Wilson’s Patent Gas Producers, have been erected. It is worthy of note that
the Linthorpe Pottery was the first in the county to adopt this system of firing – one
which promises to be highly successful in obtaining the best effects at the east possible
cost and risk of damage. Besides the ornamental – which includes the finest painted
ware and faience variously treated – and useful objects now produced, it is
contemplated to greatly extend the manufacture of the latter, and to embrace many
other articles which can be readily made In clay, $c. There are now being produced at
the works a large number of useful articles, many of which are intended to be mounted
in silver. For goods of this character there is a large and increasing demand. The
Company, as extended, will be able to manufacture every description of earthenware
into which distinctive Art qualities can be introduced.
The WALL-PAPERS will be executed in the best and most economical manner.
Having regard for the character of the designs and the high class of work to be
employed in the execution, a large demand may reasonably be expected.
Glass is in such universal use, that the induction of true Art Principles into the
many forms this material may assume for purposes of utility and ornamentation is
likely to lead to a large business.
By the agreement with the vendor the Works, Plant, and Stock are taken over as
from the
day of
last , at the price of £
Which includes £
for stock of wares, materials &c.
Whilst it is not thought advisable – or, indeed, necessary - to give any estimate
of the probable profits, it is felt that the proposed manufactures are of that nature that
the result must be a satisfactory one for the shareholders.
To facilitate the transfer of Dr. Dresser’s services from the vendor, and in
order that the agreement between the former and the Company may be of such a
character as to secure to the shareholders the full benefit of his services as Art
Director and Art Superintendent on the system of payment by results, it has been
agreed to allot him
shares.
Suitable arrangements have been made with Mr. Henry Tooth (whose genius
and ability are well known) as to the management of the Works. The great development
which has taken place throughout the country of late years in the direction of arts, and
the almost universal desire which now exists for objects which possess beauty, is such
as to lead to the hope that the company’s manufactures, which will posses Art merits in
a high degree, will soon take leading position in the market.
It is believed that every opportunity has been seized and provision made for a
successful and profitable undertaking; and it is to be hoped that such a sound
commercial – and, moreover, home – enterprise will receive ample support.
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